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Sports/pastimes                       

Likes/wishes                             

Weekend activities                    

-Ar verbs/irregular verbs                                 

Weather

Parts of the body                      

Daily routine/reflexive verbs     

Fitness and health                    

Offering advice                         

Negative commands

Review commands and object 

pronouns                               

Food/restaurants             

Readings/Mexico                                    

Subjunctive

Relative pronouns                                                      

Interrogatives/exclamations     

Present tense review          

Reflexive pronouns           

Readings     
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Categorize sports                                           

Conduct classroom polls and 

interviews on pastimes                     

Form and use -ar verbs           

Discuss schedule/weather

Discuss cultural aspects of 

Argentina                                  

Discuss daily routine and 

ways to stay fit                               

Discuss feelings and habits

Discuss the states of Mexico         

Form and use commands            

Analyze poetry                            

Write menus, recipes and 

restaurant critiques 

Analyze literature                         

Discuss literary themes                 

Increase listening skills                 

Discuss role-play and 

characterization in readings
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Create a Top-Ten T-shirt         

Create a comic strip of 

weekend activities                     

Design a day planner

Create a cartoon strip 

illustrating your daily routine     

Design a poster for a healthy 

body and lifestyle                      

Create a doctor's blog

Play the role of a food critic

Write "Espero que …" essay

Create an ideal meal

Write a letter to Los Reyes

Magos using the subjunctive

Write a summary of the reading 

in journalistic style                            

Write a newspaper column 

reporting a crime                          

Write an essay in AP style
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What can you say about the 

weather? weekend plans?                               

What are your favorite 

pastimes?                                 

Describe your typical day

What are some major sites in 

Argentina?                                

What are some ways to 

maintain a healthy lifestyle?       

What is your daily routine?                

What are some important 

states in Mexico?                                   

How does a Spanish speaker 

express hope or desire?             

What are elements of poetry?

What is journalistic style?              

What are the themes evident in 

the stories read?                          

What is a reflexive pronoun?        

What are elements of essays?
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Encourage students to review 

vocabulary 10 minutes daily       

Teach vocabulary to family 

members

Encourage students to review 

vocabulary daily                       

Encourage students to review 

verbs and grammatical points 

daily            

Encourage students to create 

verb charts and review daily       

Encourage daily vocabulary 

review and reading  aloud in 

Spanish

Encourage students to read 

daily                                               

Urge students to keep story 

boards                                         

Encourage vocabulary study
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